
Abstract Barn owls exhibit a rich repertoire of head

movements before taking off for prey capture. These

movements occur mainly at light levels that allow for

the visual detection of prey. To investigate these

movements and their functional relevance, we filmed

the pre-attack behavior of barn owls. Off-line image

analysis enabled reconstruction of all six degrees of

freedom of head movements. Three categories of head

movements were observed: fixations, head translations

and head rotations. The observed rotations contained a

translational component. Head rotations did not follow

Listing’s law, but could be well described by a second-

order surface, which indicated that they are in close

agreement with Donder’s law. Head translations did

not contain any significant rotational components.

Translations were further segmented into straight-line

and curved paths. Translations along an axis perpen-

dicular to the line of sight were similar to peering

movements observed in other animals. We suggest that

these basic motion elements (fixations, head rotations,

translations along a straight line, and translation along

a curved trajectory) may be combined to form longer

and more complex behavior. We speculate that these

head movements mainly underlie estimation of dis-

tance during prey capture.

Keywords Motion parallax Æ Peering Æ Movement Æ
Motor Æ Motor primitive

Abbreviation

3D Three-dimensional

Introduction

Many animals orient their gaze towards conspicuous

objects, either by moving their eyes, heads, or both (e.g.

Masino and Knudsen 1990; Haker et al. 2003). Owls are

especially suited to investigate such orienting move-

ments, because owls essentially lack eye movements

(Steinbach and Money 1973; Du Lac and Knudsen

1990) so that changes in gaze may be directly derived

from the analysis of head movements. The compensa-

tion for limited eye movements is manifested in a highly

flexible neck that can rotate through very large

angles (Masino and Knudsen 1990). Owls make con-

spicuous translational movements resembling peering

movements that have been observed in other animals

(Collett 1978; Sobel 1990; Kral and Poteser 1997; Troje

and Frost 2000; van der Willigen et al. 2002; Kral 2003).

While many naturalists and scientists have seen these

movements, only one brief description has been pub-

lished (Wagner 1989). We have initiated a systematic

study of these head movements and their functional

relevance. This manuscript deals with the structure of

the head movements and with motion patterns. A
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subsequent report will concentrate on the functional

relevance of the head movements (S. Ohayon et al., in

preparation).

In general, head movements may contain both

translational and rotational components. Previous

studies in humans have compared head rotations to eye

rotations and have suggested that both are governed by

similar laws (Glenn and Vilis 1992; Medendorp et al.

1998). Two important laws for understanding human

eye movements are Listing’s law and Donder’s law

(Crawford et al. 2003). Donder’s law states that the

orientation of the eye when looking in a specific

direction is always the same relative to the head

coordinate system (Tweed et al. 1990). Listing’s law

states that rotation-vectors, describing eye orientations

relative to the primary gaze direction, are confined to a

plane known as Listing’s plane (Howard 2002). Since

eye movements in the barn owl are extremely limited,

we set to investigate whether their head rotations are

also governed by similar laws.

Measurements of eye, head or body movements in

laboratory situations with restricted animals and nat-

ural settings with animals being able to move freely

have a long tradition (e.g. Robinson 1963; Knudsen

et al. 1979; Wagner 1982; Zeil 1993; van der Willigen

et al. 2002). There has always been a tradeoff between

precise, high spatial resolution that can be achieved in

laboratory situations, but restricts the animal’s move-

ments, and recordings in natural settings that do not

restrict the animal’s movements, usually at the cost of

spatial resolution. In order to describe the barn owls’

head movements in this investigation, we took advan-

tage of recent developments in camera and computer

technology. This allowed us to recover both head

position and orientation of unconstrained barn owls

using a single camera (S. Ohayon and E. Rivlin, in

preparation) and to apply techniques of differential

geometry to analyze the data.

Previous stimulation experiments with barn owls

have suggested six different categories of movements:

saccadic head rotations, head translations, facial

movements, vocalizations, limb movement and twitches

(Masino and Knudsen 1993). Some of these categories

may be regarded as high-level or complex description of

movements. Action-related research, on the other

hand, often starts from basic components of move-

ments, termed, for example, motion primitives

(Moeslund et al. 2005) or motion atoms (Campbell and

Bobick 1995), and combines these to complex behavior

(Bizzi et al. 1995; Mussa-Ivaldi and Bizzi 2000; Konczak

2005). The main thrust of this paper is to detect possible

basic elements of motion and to give examples on how

they may combine to longer, more complex behavior.

Materials and methods

Two male adult barn owls (Tyto alba pratinocla), SL

and PT, were tamed by hand rearing and could be

easily handled. No attempt was made to reverse the

owls’ nocturnal cycle. To maintain the owls’ interest in

food, their weight was maintained at approximately

85–90% of their ad-libitum weight. They received the

necessary food, two dead chicks, in the course of

the experiment. No positive reinforcement was given.

The experimental procedures were approved by the

Regierungspräsidium Köln.

Methods to measure head movements

Head movements may be represented using a rigid

body transformation that takes into account all six

degrees of freedom (three for translation and three for

rotation). To describe how a rigid-body object, such as

the owl’s skull, rotates and translates in three dimen-

sions (3D), one needs to define a coordinate system for

it that moves relative to a fixed reference frame. In the

following sections we will use the notation of [X, Y, Z]

to describe position or orientation of the owl’s head in

the camera coordinate system and [Pitch, Yaw, Roll] to

describe position or orientation of movements in the

owl coordinate system.

The movement of the rigid body may be represented

by the transformation necessary to align the coordinate

system of the object to that of the fixed reference

frame. There are several ways to represent this trans-

formation. The most common is the center of mass

representation, which relates two points P and P¢ using

the following rule: P0 ¼ RPþ T where P is an arbi-

trary point on the object, represented in the object

coordinate system. P¢ corresponds to point P, but is

represented in the fixed coordinate system. P is first

rotated and then translated. R is a 3 · 3 rotation ma-

trix, and T is a 3 · 1 translation vector. R represents

the orientation of the object coordinate system in the

fixed coordinate system and can be decomposed to

three Euler angles, or to an angle and a rotation axis

(both descriptions are equivalent). The latter is also

known as rotation-vector representation. T represents

the position of the object’s center of mass in the fixed

reference frame. This framework will be referred to as

R–T representation. This representation describes

translations well, but it is not well suited for the

description of head rotation, since a translational

component might also exist when rotation is not about

the center of mass (Fig. 1).

Another way to describe a rigid body transformation

is the helical axis representation (Medendorp et al.
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1998). In this description, the movement is described as

P0 � s ¼ Rn̂;HðP� sÞ þ tn̂: Rn̂;H represents a rotation of

Q degrees about the rotation axis n̂: The point s lies

on n̂ at the shortest distance to the origin. In this

representation, the amount of translation (t) is mini-

mized and occurs only along the rotation axis. This

representation describes head rotations well, but is not

suitable to describe head translations, because when Q
is zero, n̂ is not uniquely defined. The two represen-

tations are equivalent mathematically, as can be seen

from T ¼ tn̂þ I � Rn̂;H

� �
s: In the following sections,

we will use both representations to analyze our data.

The axes of the camera coordinate system are

defined according to the optical axis of the lens and

the plane of the CCD sensor. However, the intrinsic

owl’s coordinate system is unknown. Thus, a

‘‘meaningful’’ coordinate system must be selected

and defined according to visible head features. We

used the position of the two eyes and the tip of the

beak to define the owl’s head coordinate system. The

main reasons to choose these features are that they

are visible and easy to detect in the photographs of

an owl’s head. The origin of this coordinate system is

set to be centered between the two eyes. The pitch

axis aligns with the center position of the two eyes.

The roll axis was determined to be what is thought

to be the animal’s direction of gaze. This direction is

known from behavioral experiments carried out in

other contexts (Endler, personal communication). In

our coordinate system, we describe this direction

relative to the tip of the beak. If we define the

direction from the mean position between the eyes

to the tip of the beak as V, then the roll axis is

defined by rotating V about the pitch axis by

approximately 25� upward (Fig. 2).

In our configuration the fixed reference frame aligns

with the camera coordinate system. Measurements of

R tð Þ;T tð Þ½ � should be understood in the following

manner: in order to bring the owl’s head from the

camera to its current position at time t, one needs to

rotate it by amount R(t), and translate it by amount

T(t). To obtain a more meaningful description of

movement, the data can be transformed to represent

movements in the owl coordinate system. For that, a

specific reference frame must be chosen. The mathe-

matical formulation for this procedure is: given

RðtÞ;TðtÞ½ �; Rðt þ kÞ;Tðt þ kÞ½ �; where t is the time of

the reference frame, k is the time passed, the R–T

description of the movement represented in the owl

coordinate system is obtained from

RðtÞ;TðtÞ½ ��1 � Rðt þ kÞ;Tðt þ kÞ½ �: It is important to

describe movements in the owl coordinate frame, ra-

ther than the camera coordinate system since they are

independent of measuring device position and orien-

tation (Fig. 3).

Head tracking system

In this study we used a novel head tracking system

which was recently developed (S. Ohayon and E. Rivlin,

Fig. 2 Owl intrinsic coordinate system. The origin was chosen to
be the mean position between the eyes. The pitch axis aligns with
eye’s center. The roll axis approximates the owl’s actual gaze,
and is approximately 25� elevated from the line joining the origin
and the tip of the beak (see inset at lower left). The yaw axis is
perpendicular to both the pitch and roll axis in a right-hand
Cartesian coordinate system. Eye optical axis is assumed to
diverge from the roll axis by 30�

Fig. 1 Coordinate systems used in the experiments. The move-
ments of the owl were recorded in the camera coordinate system
(left). Analysis was done in both the camera coordinate system
and the owl coordinate system (right). The figure shows the barn
owl’s skull at two states (t = 0, t = 1), indicating that head
rotation might also be accompanied by translation of the center
of mass
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in preparation). The system tracks an animal’s head in

3D using a single camera, and reports the rigid-body

transformations R tð Þ;T tð Þ½ �: To track the head in a

precise way several markers were attached to the ani-

mal’s head. These markers did not interfere with the

owl’s natural behavior in any way. In our configuration

12–14 markers were used. The markers were small blue

paper stickers with a diameter of 5–10 mm (Fig. 4). In

the following, we describe how the system was used but

omit the implementation details. The interested reader

can find a more detailed description which includes the

mathematics and algorithms in S. Ohayon and E.

Rivlin (in preparation).

The accuracy of the system was evaluated in a series

of tests. A calibration object was tracked at known

positions and orientations. Tracking results were

compared to reference measurements of the calibra-

tion object and indicated that under ideal conditions

the absolute positional accuracy has a standard devia-

tion of 2.3 mm, while angular accuracy has a standard

deviation of 0.47�.

Camera calibration

In order to extract correct useful metric information

from a video sequence, several camera parameters

must be evaluated (focal length, radial distortion

coefficients, divergence from optical axis). These

parameters can be estimated using automated calibra-

tion algorithms. The calibration algorithm we chose

was easy to implement and consisted of filming a

checkerboard pattern (Fig. 4). All necessary camera

parameters could be estimated from several images of

the checkerboard pattern (Zhang 2000).

Marker calibration

In addition to camera calibration, the relative 3D

Euclidean distances between markers on the owl’s

head needed to be computed. An accurate description

of the relative distances is required to calculate the

position and orientation of the head in 3D using a

single camera. The markers define a 3D model which

approximates the surface of an owl’s head. The model

was acquired using several photos taken with the

checkerboard pattern in the background (Fig. 4). In

these photos, the owl was sitting on a perch at a dis-

tance of 10–20 cm in front of the checkerboard pattern.

The background pattern was used as a reference frame,

from which position and size measurements could be

inferred. For further details please refer to S. Ohayon

and E. Rivlin (in preparation). The calibration was

repeated at the beginning of each experiment.

Fig. 4 Several shots from a
calibration sequence. Camera
internal parameters (focal
length, optical axis position in
the image, radial distortion)
were evaluated from the
checkerboard pattern in the
background

Fig. 3 Representation of a movement in the different coordinate
systems. For this translational movement both X- and Z-axis
movements dominate in the camera coordinate system (a), while
the owl coordinate system demonstrate a movement mainly
along the pitch axis (b)
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Stimulus

A small moving platform on wheels was constructed

(the ChickMobile) to simulate live prey movement.

The platform could be controlled from several meters

away using a wireless remote. A dead chick or parts of

it were mounted on top of the platform (Fig. 5). The

tracking phase of an experiment started with the

insertion of the ChickMobile into the room. During

this phase, the owl was filmed using the single sta-

tionary camera. The observer watched the owl’s

behavior and controlled the ChickMobile accordingly.

Experimental arrangement

The experiments took place at two locations. Owl SL

was tested in the bird aviary and was able to move

freely. The cage measured 165 cm in width, 425 cm in

length and 250 cm in height (Fig. 5). No attempt was

made to change surrounding temperature or auditory

levels. The light source was a regular fluorescent bulb

which produced a light level of 10 cd/m2. The light

level was kept constant during the experiments. The

cage contained a perch located at 175 cm above the

ground (Fig. 5). Stimulus location varied across the

room. While sitting on the perch, the owl viewed

the stimulus at angles of 37� ± 20�, with respect to the

horizon. The observer was outside the cage and outside

the bird’s visual field to monitor experiments.

Owl PT was tested mainly in a large soundproof

cage, tied to a perch. This room measured 310 cm in

width, 420 cm in length and 315 cm in height. The

height of the perch was 180 cm. The owl viewed the

prey at angles of 25� ± 5�. The light source produced a

light level of about 10 cd/m2.

Experiments were conducted in the afternoon. Each

experiment was composed of two phases: calibration

and tracking. First, markers were attached to the owl’s

head, and several photographs of the owl with a

checkerboard pattern in the background were taken.

These measurements were used to calibrate both

camera and model. Afterwards, the owl was taken to

the experimental room. A stationary camera was

positioned on a tripod of variable height (120 ± 40 cm)

at an angle of 45� ± 10� to the favorite perch of the

animal. The camera never obstructed the owl’s line of

sight to stimuli. The ChickMobile was inserted into the

room and was moved to gain the owl’s attention. Once

the owl fixated on the ChickMobile, the platform re-

mained stationary and produced no sound.

Data collection

A digital video camera (Sony DCR-TRV33) was used

for recording in interlaced mode at 30 frames per

second. Image resolution was set to the maximum

(720 · 576 pixels) and a de-interlaced algorithm was

used to keep image aspect ratio. Camera focal length

was chosen such that 1 mm was projected to 4–7 pixels.

Data were transferred to the computer using fire-wire

IEEE 1394 cable, and video stream was stored using

video capturing software.

Long film sequences were recorded and were man-

ually inspected to extract shorter sequences that

showed the owl several seconds before he attacked the

prey. All data sequences were analyzed while the

ChickMobile was stationary. Special tracking software

was developed for automatic analysis of the captured

sequences. The analysis was preformed offline. The

locations of the markers in the video sequences were

automatically detected. This information was used to

recover the 3-D position and orientation of the head.

Data filtering

The output of the software which analyzed the video

sequences was an array of noisy six-dimensional vectors

Fig. 5 Example of an attack sequence of owl SL in the
experimental chamber. The owl was initially sitting on his
favorite perch and was directing head movements towards the
prey. Then the bird started to fly, correcting the orientation in
mid-flight. Note the ChickMobile with a piece of a chick on top
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which represented head position and orientation (using

Euler angles) at any given frame. The noise originated

from inaccuracies in detecting the exact position of

markers in the image. To filter out the noise and to

create smooth profiles, we used the following methods.

First, a median filter with window size of 3 was applied

to remove gross errors in the estimation of position or

orientation that were a result of tracking failures.

However, such failures occurred rarely and were brief

in duration (1 frame). Then, an anisotropic diffusion

filter was used. This filter has the property of smooth-

ing the data while preserving the position of abrupt

changes (Perona and Malik 1990). It was important to

keep the localization of such changes in the signal since

they were used for segmentation of the long sequence

into the different movements the owl made. After-

ward, spline functions were fitted to the profiles and

were used to compute smooth velocity and accelera-

tion profiles using analytical differentiation.

Data analysis

Angular velocity was calculated by converting the

Euler representation to rotation-vector representation

and measuring the change of angle between consecu-

tive frames. The change of head angle was equivalent

to the change in gaze. Translational velocity was

computed by: V ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
_X2 þ _Y2 þ _Z2

p
: The accuracy of

the absolute positional and angular variation of the

system was given before. The more important measure

for the subsequent analysis is the accuracy of the rel-

ative position and orientation. This accuracy depends

on the amount of an object’s motion, leading to motion

blur and inexact detection of markers. We determined

an accuracy of 1 mm in relative position, equivalent to

30 mm/s in translational velocity, and 0.33� in relative

orientation, equivalent to 10�/s in angular velocity for

our system (see thick red lines in Fig. 6d).

When angular velocity is zero, the movement can be

represented by the translational movement of the

center of mass. This is equivalent to a curve in 3D. In

differential geometry any curve may be represented by

its curvature and torsion. These two measures are

invariant under rigid body transformation, which

means that if the curve goes through a global rotation

and translation, the representation does not change.

Curvature gives a measure of how much a trajectory is

curved (units: degrees/millimeters), while torsion

measures how much the trajectory can be fitted to a

single plane (Pressley 2001). For instance, a circle has a

constant curvature and zero torsion, a line has zero

curvature and zero torsion and a helix has constant

torsion and constant curvature. Significant, local

maxima of curvature (values above 0.15�/mm) were

used to partition the 3D curves into straight and curved

segments.

To determine whether a segment was curved or

straight, an ellipse was fitted to the segment and its

eccentricity was calculated. Ellipse eccentricity is the

ratio between the foci distance and the major axis

length. Eccentricity values range between 0 and 1,

where 0 represent a circle and 1 a straight line.

Therefore, eccentricity can be used as quantitative

criteria to determine how much a curve is straight.

Straight lines were defined as ellipses with eccentricity

of > 0.98, meaning that the major axis was at least five

times as long as the minor axis. This two-step approach

yielded better segmentation results than relying only

on absolute values of curvature.

Results

Barn owls make conspicuous head movements prior to

take-off from a perch. These head movements are

different from the large head saccades often induced in

sound-localization experiments by stimulating from

peripheral positions. Pre-attack head movements from

two adult barn owls were recorded in two experimental

chambers. Twenty-nine video sequences were analyzed

in total: 5 of owl PT and 24 of owl SL. Video sequences

are available for download at http://www.cs.tech-

nion.ac.il/~shayo. All attacks of owl SL analyzed here

ended successfully with the capture of the prey item on

top of the platform. The mean length of a sequence

was 27 ± 16 s.

Analysis and segmentation of sequences

The profiles from a typical video sequence showing the

last 25 s before attacking the prey on top of the

ChickMobile are shown in Fig. 6. Angular velocity is

characterized by short bursts, while translational

velocity contains longer, oscillatory-like segments

(Fig. 6d). Furthermore, there are segments of no mo-

tion at all.

The qualitative observations of translational and

rotational profiles indicated a classification of move-

ments. This segmentation was determined according to

simple thresholds using velocities and accelerations of

both translational and rotational components. We

considered these three basic types of movements: head

rotations, head translations and fixations. Limb move-

ments, such as walking toward the end of the perch,

were sparse (7 ± 5% per movie) and were not con-

sidered further.
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Head rotations were detected by searching for seg-

ments which contained angular velocity above a fixed

threshold (10�/s), irrespective of translational velocity.

Note that head rotations typically also contained

translational component when analyzed in the center

of mass representation. Fixations were determined as

segments in which rotational velocity was below 10�/s

and translational velocity and acceleration were lower

than 30 mm/s and 450 mm/s2, respectively. Segments

with low rotational velocity ( < 10�/s) and high trans-

lational velocity (above thresholds given above) were

considered to be head translations.

In agreement with the qualitative observations made

before, the quantitative analysis produced three dis-

tinct clusters (Fig. 7). The left lower cluster represents

fixations, the right lower cluster represents head

translations and the upper cluster represents head

rotations. Fixations, head rotations, and head transla-

tions were similar in amount (Table 1).

Head rotations

Head rotations were short in duration (Table 1). Head

rotations had both high translational and rotational

Fig. 6 Description of the
barn owl’s head in the camera
coordinate system. a The
position of the head, relative
to the camera, is given in the
center of mass representation.
b The orientation of the head
relative to the camera-
coordinate system,
represented in three Euler
angles. c Head rotation angle
and rotation-axis direction,
relative to the camera,
represented in rotation-axis
description. The direction is
shown by normalizing the
directional components to
unity. d Translational and
angular velocities. In a–d a
light gray bar points to a head
rotation, where a dark gray
bar indicates head translation
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velocities, when plotted in the center of mass repre-

sentation (Fig. 7, Table 1). Head rotations without any

translation were not observed (no points in the top left

most part of Fig. 7). Rotations were also analyzed

using the helical representation, which allowed better

understanding of the data. An example for such anal-

ysis is shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that the rotation axis

direction was kept fixed (Fig. 8c), while the axis posi-

tion translated mainly along the yaw axis (Fig. 8d).

Even under this representation, a small translation of

approximately 5 mm along the rotation axis direction

is also noticeable (Fig. 8b).

One could argue that the measured translation in

the center of mass representation is an artifact, caused

by improper placement of the owl coordinate system’s

origin. In such case, the measurements of pure rota-

tional movement will be recorded as P0 ¼ R tð Þ Pþ Cð Þ
þT ¼ R tð ÞPþ T þ R tð ÞC½ � ¼ RðtÞPþ T 0 tð Þ; where C is

the distance from the true rotation point and T is a

constant. Thus, the recorded rotation is not affected by

the misalignment, but the observed translation (T¢) has

a direct relationship with the rotational component

(R), and the distance to the true rotation point (C). If

head rotations were about a fixed point or a fixed axis,

we would get the same value for C during the entire

head rotation. However, the analysis of 300 head

rotations showed that C is not fixed and may change

during the rotation by more than 10 cm. This indicates

that rotation did not occur about a single point.

Generally spoken, the owl might rotate about a fixed

point, a fixed axis or about a point or axis moving in 3D

space. To determine which strategy the owl uses, a

total of 300 head rotations were analyzed using the

helical representation (Table 2). The change in gaze

was relatively small (14.37 ± 13.84�). During those

movements the orientation of the rotation vector re-

mained largely constant (5.87 ± 7.22�, Table 2). These

vectors were not fixed to a single position, but moved

considerably, if the head size of the owl (some 4 cm) is

taken as a reference (29.15 ± 23.86 mm).

To determine whether Listing’s law applies to barn

owl head movements, we analyzed six experiments in

which the camera remained at the same position,

allowing us to record all movements relative to the

same position in space. Eight hundred seventy-seven

head rotation-vectors were obtained and were fitted

with a plane using least squares minimization. The

distances between rotation vectors and this plane rep-

resent the fitting error and are measured in degrees.

The standard deviation of the error was 5.9�, suggest-

ing a poor fit. Following previous studies (Medendorp

et al. 1998), we also tried to fit a second-order twisted

surface. This resulted in a better fit with a standard

deviation of 0.9�.

Fixation periods

Fixation, lacking any movement, was not considered as

a meaningful category previously. However, during

these time segments the owl was alert and looked

toward the ChickMobile. Fixation periods occupied

Table 1 Statistics of head
rotations, translations and
fixations

Measurements are
described as
mean ± standard deviation

Twenty-nine sequences Fixation Head rotations Head translations

Total number of periods 272 300 284
Occurrence (per sequence) 9.38 ± 5.33 12.83 ± 10.81 9.79 ± 6.03
Duration (s) 1.15 ± 1.37 0.29 ± 0.15 0.56 ± 0.41
Percentage of time spent

on movement (per sequence) (%)
48.01 ± 13.12 15.01 ± 8.11 25.84 ± 6.86

Maximal value of translational
velocity (mm/s)

22.57 ± 4.17 118.38 ± 62.16 126.32 ± 54.47

Absolute value of angular velocity (�/s) 4.45 ± 3.15 49.36 ± 43.13 6.02 ± 2.81

Fig. 7 Automatic classification of head movements according to
their maximal velocities. Fixations (red) appear in the lower left.
Peering movements (blue) cluster in the lower right. Head
rotations (green) scatter in the upper part of the diagram. The
horizontal line at 10�/s represents the threshold use to determine
head rotations. The vertical line at 30 mm/s represents the
threshold used to discriminate fixations from translations. A
value of 10 was added to the velocities. This prevented negative
values and gives better visualization of the categories
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almost 50% of the time when the owl became interested

in the target and before it took off from the perch

(Table 1). The large time percentage was mainly due

to the duration (longest fixation was 6.1 s), rather to

the number of occurrences (Table 1). Unfortunately, it

was not possible to precisely record the position of the

ChickMobile relative to the owl in our setup (see

Outlook section in Discussion).

Head translations

Head translations were identified by their low angular

velocity (6.02 ± 2.81�/s) and high translational velocity

(126.32 ± 54.47 mm/s, see also lower right part of

Fig. 7). Since these translations resemble peering

movements as seen in other animals, we shall refer to

the head translations also as peering movements.

Peering rarely occurred at low light levels or toward

auditory targets, suggesting a visually guided behavior.

We also observed that owls would exhibit none, or very

short peering movements before an attack on station-

ary prey items on the ground. Long and complex

peering movements would occur only when the prey

item had the ability to move (for example, when

mounted on the ChickMobile).

A typical translational movement (22.5–24 s, Fig. 6

dark grey; zoomed in Fig. 9) is characterized by near

zero rotational velocity and translational movement

along straight lines and curved paths. The curvature

measure can be used to decompose the movement into

shorter motion components. For example, in the seg-

ment from 22.5–24 s (Fig. 9), two peaks of curvature

were observed (Fig. 10), which indicated that this

complex motion can be decomposed into three smaller

components (Fig. 9e).

Similar observations were made for the other

translational segments. By trial and error we found that

a curvature of 0.15�/mm was a useful threshold to de-

tect meaningful peaks. With this approach, all 284 head

Table 2 Characteristics of head rotations

Total number of
head rotations

300

Change of the rotation
axis orientation during
head rotation (�)

5.48 ± 6.85

Change of the rotation
axis position during
head rotation (mm)

29.15 ± 23.86

Angular change during
head rotation (�)

14.37 ± 13.84

Translation along rotation
axis (mm)

9.49 ± 10.39

Measurements are described as mean ± standard deviation

Fig. 8 Helical-axis
representation of a head
rotation in the owl coordinate
system. a Rotation angle,
b Translation along the
rotation axis, c Shortest
distance from rotation axis to
the origin (position of
rotation axis), d Rotation axis
normalized to unity .
Measurements in (c, d) at
time 12.25–12.35 are not
shown due to instability of the
description to represent
angles < 4�. This sequence is
part of the movements
marked as light gray in Fig. 6
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translations were further segmented into straight-line

translations and curved translations. Using a threshold

of 0.98 of eccentricity (Fig. 11) we observed 241

straight-line segments and 205 curved segments (Ta-

ble 3). The eccentricity of the curved segments varied

widely (Fig. 11). The length of the straight-line seg-

ments was shorter than the length of the curved seg-

ments (Table 3, Mann–Whitney U-test, z = 3.44,

P < 0.001).

Interestingly, the directions of straight-line peering

movements were not equally distributed over all angles

on the unity sphere (Fig. 12). The elevation distribution

was broad and could be modeled by a single normal

distribution (5.42 ± 23�). The azimuth distribution had

two peaks, one at –78� and the other at +83�, suggesting

that the main translational direction was along the pitch

axis. No bobbing behavior was observed as can be seen

from the center of the plot (Fig. 12).

Fig. 9 Example of a head
translation. a–c Orthographic
projections of the movement,
represented in the owl
intrinsic coordinate system.
‘‘S’’ represents the starting
position, ‘‘E’’ indicates the
end of the movement.
d Translational profiles.
e Three-dimensional
description of the movement.
The light curves in e show the
orthogonal projections (a–c)
in the 3D frame. The red-
green-blue colors represent
the result of the automatic
segmentation of the curve to
its smaller components. The
numbers along the curve
denote the time in seconds

Fig. 10 Curvature. The curvature computed from the trajectory
shown in Fig. 9 is plotted. Horizontal red line indicates the
threshold used to detect significant local maxima. Two vertical
dashed lines indicate the decomposition to three segments

Fig. 11 Fitted ellipse eccentricity of translational segments
(peering movements). Histogram of occurrences including four
hundred forty-six cases. Values range between 0 (circular
trajectory) and 1 (straight line)
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Complex movements

Until now, we have considered the basic motion com-

ponents (fixations, head rotations, translations along a

straight line or curved path) separately. However,

these basic motions appear adjacent and can be com-

bined to form a complex movement. For example, we

could detect in our data a repeated pattern such as the

one deposited in Fig. 13. A total of eight occurrences

of similar movements could be found in our data. All

movements started with a small (3.16 ± 2.62�) and

brief (0.16 ± 0.08 s) head rotation about the roll axis,

followed by two translational movements along a

straight line, and ended with a fixation. The direction

of the translation in the owl’s coordinate system was

either [70� azimuth, –20� elevation], or [–70� azimuth, –

20� elevation]. The length traversed along each one of

these translations was 45.72 ± 7.78 mm.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, the data presented here

provide the most detailed quantitative investigation of

pre-attack behavior in barn owls. Nevertheless, the

analysis of the basic components is only a first step to

understand the barn pre-attack motor behavior. A

study of the functional consequences of the head

movements will reveal their role in visual information

processing (S. Ohayon et al., in preparation). We ob-

served head rotations about moving (parallel) axes,

two basic types of head translations (straight line,

curved), and fixations. We consider these to be basic

elements of motion, of which a more complex behavior

can be created. In the following we discuss first our

approach to measure head movements and then our

findings with respect to the suggested basic motion

elements. We conclude with some speculations

regarding the possible functional relevance of these

head movements with respect to prey capture.

Measuring head movements

Most studies, both in human and animals, have focused

on the rotational components of head movements (e.g.

Robinson 1963; Knudsen et al. 1979; Du Lac and

Knudsen 1990). The common representation used was

that of rotation vectors (Haustein 1989). However, this

representation is incomplete, since it does not account

for the position of the rotational vector, which can

change considerably during a movement (Medendorp

et al. 1998). Indeed, we observed significant transla-

tional components during head rotations in the center

of mass representation. Likewise, measurements of

head translational components with respect to a global

reference frame may be unreliable, unless head ori-

entation is taken into account (van der Willigen et al.

2002). Our representation, on the other hand, is com-

plete and provide results which are comparable to

commercially available wired systems.

Motion primitives

Previous studies of motor behavior in animals have

reported that complex motion can be decomposed to

orthogonal motion generators or a linear combination

of basic motion primitives (Masino and Knudsen 1990;

Bizzi et al. 1995; Mussa-Ivaldi and Bizzi 2000). In this

study, several basic elements of motion were suggested

as possible motion primitives, from which complex pre-

attack behavior can be obtained. Since the previous

study of Masino (Masino and Knudsen 1990) did not

take into account the translational component of head

rotations, it is unknown whether the head rotations we

observed can be elicited using electric stimulation at a

single site, or require a more complex activation pat-

tern which controls translational component of the

head as well.

Table 3 Characteristics of peering movements

Straight-line
segments

Curved
segments

Number of segments 241 205
Length (mm) 26.69 ± 18.94 33.77 ± 22.52
Fitted ellipse eccentricity 0.99 ± 0.005 0.88 ± 0.11

Measurements are described as mean ± standard deviation

Fig. 12 Directions of straight-line peering movements. The
directions of the movements (two hundred forty-one cases) are
represented as azimuth and elevation in the owl coordinate
system. The direction [0, 0] represents the roll axis, the direction
[–90, 0] points aligns with the negative pitch axis, while the
direction [90, 0] represent the positive pitch axis
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The pure translation movements along a straight

line we observed are very interesting, since they re-

quire a solution of a complex motion planning problem

(generating a movement along a straight line using

rotating joints). It will be valuable to discover in the

future whether orthogonal translational generators

also exist in the barn owl.

Head rotations

The six degrees of freedom description of head

movement we obtained showed that when the head is

turned to a new direction both rotational and transla-

tional components are present, indicating that the

movement is not a pure rotation about a single fixed

axis. Owls have a flexible neck which contains 13 ver-

tebrae and about 30 muscles pairs (Masino and

Knudsen 1990). The helical axis representation showed

that the position of the rotation axis changes consid-

erably during a head rotation, which suggests a com-

plex interaction of neck muscles. The translational

component along the rotation axis we measured was

three times larger than in humans (Medendorp et al.

1998). There might be several explanations for this

observation. The anatomical structure of a neck joint

might not allow a pure rotation about a single point,

which would result in a small translational component

when the joint is moving. Multiple joints which might

co-participate during a head rotation could then lead to

a relative large, cumulative translational component.

Yet another possibility is that toward the end of the

rotational movement, a translational movement along

the rotation axis started. More research is necessary to

determine the exact cause.

We found the maximal velocity and amplitude dur-

ing head rotations to be considerably lower than the

one observed during gaze change toward sound sources

(Knudsen et al. 1979; Wagner 1993) and in stimulation

studies (Du Lac and Knudsen 1990; Masino and

Knudsen 1990, 1993). In those studies, head saccades

had maximal angular velocities that depended on sac-

cade amplitude and were as high as 800�/s. The low

velocities and amplitudes we observed are probably

task related: during pre-attack behavior the owl mainly

Fig. 13 An example of a
complex movement.
a–c Orthographic projections
of the translational
components. d Translational
profiles. e Three-dimensonal
description of the movement
in the owl coordinate system.
f, g Head angle and direction
of rotation axis during the
movement. Other symbols are
as Fig. 9 legend
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focused its gaze at the interesting point, the prey on the

ChickMobile, which was already located in frontal vi-

sual space. The saccade that brought the target into

this position has been analyzed elsewhere in much

detail (Du Lac and Knudsen 1990; Masino and Knud-

sen 1990; Wagner 1993; Saberi et al. 1998) and was not

of interest here. We were more interested in describing

the small rotations, like a small roll movement before a

translation (Fig. 13) that have not been investigated

before. Such movement will cause the retinal image to

rotate, thus, bringing the object of interest to a specific

orientation in the retinal coordinate system.

Previous studies in owls have suggested that eye

movements play only a limited role in determining

gaze (Steinbach and Money 1973; Knudsen et al. 1979;

Du Lac and Knudsen 1990; Masino and Knudsen 1990,

1993). Therefore, head movements can be considered

as the primary mechanism in determining gaze. In our

study head rotations occurred about an axis which had

an almost fixed orientation. However, unlike the fixed

rotation-vector position in eye movements, the posi-

tion of this axis changed considerably during the

rotational movement. While the observed rotation-

vectors did not lie on a flat plane, suggesting a violation

of Listing’s law, they could be well described by a

second-order surface, which is in close agreement with

Donder’s law. These observations are similar to the

results reported by Medendorp in his study of human

head rotations (Medendorp et al. 1998) and support

the hypothesis that biological system uses a smaller

number of parameters to control motion than the

available number of degrees of freedom.

Head translations

The velocity profiles of head movements indicated

segments of pure translational movement. Neither

translational velocity nor amplitude was constant dur-

ing these translational movements. The head was kept

at a fixed orientation while it translated along complex

trajectories in 3D. Some of the head translations

resembled peering movements. Peering is commonly

described as self-induced side-to-side movements in

the horizontal plane along the pitch axis (Wallach and

O’Connel 1953; Collett 1978; Kral and Poteser 1997;

Kral and Devetak 1999). The resulting motion parallax

can be used to determine either relative or absolute

distances between the observer and objects (van der

Willigen et al. 2002; Kral 2003). While most peering

movements previously reported were along the pitch

axis, there is evidence that such movements may have a

more complex nature, such as translation along other

axes and possibly involve rotations along the yaw axis

(Wagner 1989; Kral and Devetak 1999). Indeed, in our

experiments we have observed translations along other

axes than the pitch axis. These directions were not

confined to the horizontal plane. We did not find sig-

nificant rotational velocity during peering in our data,

but this may be due to the specific pre-attack situation

or limitations in the angular resolution of our tracking

system. We note that counter rotation along the yaw

axis during sideways peering movements would allow

to measure distance by taking into account both the

amount of rotation and of translation of the head

(Wagner 1989; Kral and Devetak 1999). However,

recovering absolute depth is simpler when there are no

rotational components. In this case, the distance be-

tween the observer and objects can be expressed as a

linear relationship between instantaneous head trans-

lation velocity and optical flow. Moving the head only

along the pitch axis obviously reduces the problem

even further (Bruss and Horn 1983; Lewis and Nelson

1998; Katsman and Rivlin 2003).

Outlook

Our basic assumption is that pre-attack head movements

are driven by functional needs which are closely related

to the task at hand. Prey capture is a complex task which

involves detection, identification and possible motion

planning. We speculate that the observed peering-like

translational movements are used to obtain distance

estimation to the target. Similar behavior was reported

in locusts and mantids in the context of distance esti-

mation to landing sites or prey (Sobel 1990; Kral and

Poteser 1997). The functional role of fixations and

rotations is more difficult to unravel. The data obtained

with two simultaneous cameras should improve our

understanding of these movements. Preliminary exper-

iments with a tiny wireless head mounted camera yiel-

ded promising results (Ohayon et al., in preparation).

We have already indicated how the basic components

might be used sequentially or combined simultaneously

to produce a vast repertoire of motor behaviors (Fig. 13,

see also Martin 1977; Bizzi et al. 1995). For example, we

could ‘‘compose’’ a type of complex movement which

was repeatedly observed in several experiments. This

complex movement contained head rotation, back and

forth translation along the same direction, and a fixation.

Such repetitive movements are a good indication of an

animal’s behavior (Perner 2001; Goldengerg et al. 2005).

While the functional role of the movements is still un-

known, we speculate that head rotation about the roll

axis is used to align the retinal image to a specific ori-

entation. The back and forth translational movement

could then be used to infer information from radial flow
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fields (Martin and Katzir 1999). Future research will

focus on detecting more complex movements and their

basic components using advanced pattern recognition

techniques.
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